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Safeguards aspects of a fuel cycle with thermal plutonium recycling 

Reprocessing of spent fuel elements is an essential part of the 

nuclear fuel cycle if the plutonium generated in thermal reactors 

and the residual uranium are to be used for refuelling of those 

reactors. The feasibility of the thermal U, Pu-recycle concept was 

proven in the Federal Republic of Germany for the first recycling 

with 20 t U + Pu and for the second recycling with quantities in 

the kilogramme range. 

The plutonium used for thermal recycling was produced at the WAK-

plant at Karlsruhe by reprocessing spent fuel elements. The sepa

rated plutonium was processed to mixed oxide fuel elements in a 

german refabrication plant. 

From the beginning of their production these plants have been under 

EURATOM control, of its goals and procedures of nuclear material 

safeguarding are defined in Chapter VII of the EURATOM Treaty as 

amended in March 1951. 

In 1959, the Commission of the European Community specified the 

contractual provisions for nuclear material safeguarding in regula

tions on the transmission of technical design information/on nuclear 

material accountancy and the reporting of nuclear material to 

EURATOM. Since the joining to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons (July 1968) and to the resulting agreements IAEA 

safeguards have been implemented in compliance with the Verification 

Agreement (April 1973). 

The German concept for a future closed fuel cycle system provides 

that the reprocessing and refabrication plants for MOX fuel elements 

will be co-located in a centre for the nuclear fuel cycle back end 

services. Fuel transport will therefore be limited to the transfer 

of irradiated fuel elements from the reactors to the fuel cycle 

centre and the transfer of refabricited fuel elements from the 

centre to the nuclear power stations. 



In the Federal Republic of Germany the transport times are very short 

(l day) due to the small distances "between the fuel cycle center and 

the nuclear power station. Therefore the IAEA safeguards goals will 

be fulfilled with the same measures as currently applied to the 

Uranium oxide fuel elements. A necessity to apply additional safe

guards measures in addition to the presently used will not exist. 

This also applies to the safeguarding of fresh MOX fuel elements in the 

fuel element storage facilities on the reactor site, since the fresh 

fuel elements will not be stored at the reactor sites for a long 

period of time; they will he supplied immediately prior to 

insertion into ths reactor core. This procedure is prescribed by 

licensing conditions. 

Sue to special reactor strategy design advanced fuel cycle strategies of 

the self-generating type (SGR) will in the long run reduce the number 

of transports and hence also the safeguarding effort. 


